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Across

2. water circulates between the 

earth's oceans, atmosphere and land

5. air currents encircling the globe 

several miles above the earth

9. a severe snowstorm with high winds 

and low visibility

12. forming or belonging to a continent

15. wispy filamentous tufted streaks

17. relating to the North or South Pole

19. a hygrometer consisting of a 

wet-bulb and a dry-bulb thermometer

22. remove air, water, or other 

contents

24. the atmospheric temperature

26. snow falling on the lee side of a 

lake

27. rounded masses heaped on each other 

above a flat base at fairly low 

altitude

28. connected with the sea

29. peculiar to the tropics

30. streams or rivers which may result 

in overflowing

Down

1. substance in a liquid state 

changing to a gaseous state

3. water that collects as droplets on 

a cold surface

4. a storm with a violent wind

6. rain, snow, sleet, or hail that 

falls to the ground

7. rain, snow, sleet, or hail that 

falls to the ground

8. a body of air with horizontally 

uniform temperature, humidity, and 

pressure

10. a weather system with high 

atmospheric pressure

11. strong winds and usually rain, 

thunder, lightning, or snow

13. high voltage

14. the state or quality of being humid

16. violently rotating winds having the 

appearance of a funnel-shaped cloud

18. a storm with thunder and lightning

20. the amount of water vapor present 

in air expressed

21. continuous horizontal gray sheet, 

often with rain or snow

23. tropical storm

25. to shut or close


